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PROTECTIVE SCREENS

It is now vital that the workplace is adapted to ensure employees can maintain social distancing 

guidelines and limit the risk of airborne germs being transferred between colleagues. 

Whether dividing individual desk space or an entire office area, our new range of protective 

screen solutions are designed to help keep employees safe, healthy and improve wellbeing in 

the modern workplace environment.

Our protective screens offer desk partitions which are quick and easy to install while 

improving the feeling of working in a safe environment. At the same time, they help maintain 

that sense of collaboration and togetherness which is so important when your team returns to 

the workplace.

Introducing two new screen solutions for workplace safety, Picket and Protect.

Picket is a modular screening system made with anti-microbial Safe Felt and it enables you 

to creatively divide work surfaces, allowing safe working with added acoustic advantages. 

Available now, in a range of six colors.

Protect is an adaptable plastic screening product that can easily be installed into any 

workplace. It’s made with a durable easy to clean plastic material which is also recyclable when 

it comes to the end of its use; making Protect the perfect temporary screen solution.

Creative solutions for workplace safety – find out more at www.frovi.co.uk/newdesigns/ 

Roy Dunham

Sales Director

http://www.frovi.co.uk/newdesigns/ 


our story.

Frövi is a British brand. Inspired by the distinctiveness of Scandinavian design, we had 

a vision to fuse this design style with Britain’s renowned craftsmanship. This blend 

remains at the heart of the Frövi brand today.

Since 1976, we’ve honed our skills to produce distinctive furniture, created through 

the best of British craftsmanship. Every one of our new products is created in-house 

from the ground up. We’re a team of creative thinkers, trend spotters, pattern makers, 

metal workers, wood crafters, seam stitchers and comfort testers.

Frövi designs and manufactures innovative furniture for social spaces, crafted to meet 

the growing demand for a new approach to communal areas within the workplace.  

Frövi furniture is produced using a variety of materials and techniques, both traditional 

and innovative, to produce the distinctive Frövi style and quality. The designs boast 

creative use of colour and the finest of contemporary style.
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For a preview of our latest 
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